注意：a. 本試題共有 25 題選擇題，每題 2 分，共 50 分。
     b. 本試卷另有答案卷。請在答案卷上依據題號，用原子筆填滿正確選項
     的空格。

一、綜合選擇：1-15 題每題均有一個空格，請根據前後文的意思，從四個選項
之中，選出一個能使整句合乎英語語法，且文意通順的選項。

1. Having studied mathematics for more than three hours, John was asked to
   stop ____ TV for a while.
   A. to watch    B. watching
   C. to watching  D. watch

2. The entire outfit supported the commanding officer of the Iraq War ____.
   A. to a man    B. in a man
   C. as a body   D. as nobody

3. The new health minister, who is a devout Catholic, said last night that he
   would ____ the clock to contain the SARS outbreak.
   A. race along  B. race against
   C. run along   D. run against

4. ____ lead is used to fasten metal parts together, such as the joints of
   gutters.
   A. It being melted easily    B. Having easily melted
   C. Being melted easily       D. Melting easily

5. ____ one thing is certain for the moment: the virus for SARS can adjust
   itself to different properties of human beings.
   A. No matter what is the basic construction of SARS
   B. However the basic construction of SARS is
   C. Whatever may be the basic construction of SARS
   D. Whatever the basic construction of SARS

6. No ____ has been reached as to how to rebuild Iraq after the war.
   A. consensus    B. consultation
   C. consumption  D. destination

7. My father asked me why ____ finished my homework.
   A. have not I    B. have I not
   C. I had not    D. had I not

8. Presidents are classified into two types, those reading and those without.
Some of those who don’t read, however, enjoy _____ reputation as those who do.
A. a good as  B. a as good  
C. as a good  D. as good a

9. The doctors of Kaohsiung Chang Gung Memorial Hospital strongly insisted that the allegedly suspected SARS patients _____ the home quarantine order.
A. abided by  B. abide by  
C. abided  D. abide

10. Finally I decided to stay at home last night. I would have been caught by the rain if I _____ out.
A. walked  B. had walked  
C. would have walked out  D. walk

11. To stay away from SARS, most people can do nothing but _____ the mask whenever they have to go out or contact others.
A. to wear  B. wearing  
C. wore  D. wear

12. I would appreciate _____ it a secret.
A. you to keep  B. that you will keep  
C. your keeping  D. that you are keeping

13. Franklin initiated many improvements in the city of Philadelphia, _____ it one of the world’s first cities to have paved and lighted streets.
A. made  B. making  
C. to be making  D. make

14. His hair style is widely recognized as _____.
A. any sports star  B. any sports stars  
C. any sports star’s  D. any sports’ stars

15. _____ he was employed as an assistant to the editor, but now he is the chief editor of the magazine.
A. Formally  B. Forcefully  
C. Formerly  D. Fortunately

二、語法錯誤分析:

16. When the terrible fire was happened, I wasn't home. I was really lucky.
(A) (B) (C) (D)

17. Hitting by a car on the way to school, I couldn't move at all. I was quite awake but was frightened.
(A) (B) (C) (D)
18. The subjects which are O.K. to talk with in one's country might be considered (A) highly offensive in other countries. (B) (C) (D)

19. Usually I didn't have enough time to do my homework well, and therefore (A) (B) I got bad grades in them. I felt bad. In fact, it made me to feel stressed out. (C) (D)

20. Would you mind telling me where do you come from, young man? (A) (B) (C) (D)

三、閱讀測驗：後面有一段短文，請讀後之後，回答短文之後的五個題目。(10%)

It is easy to confuse rabbits and hares. The two animals are alike in many ways. Both have long ears and short tails. Both are good jumpers. Both are mammals. But the hare has longer ears and longer hind legs than the rabbit. Hares like to live alone, while two or three rabbit families may live together. Also, rabbits like to live underground in large burrows. Hares like to live above ground, although a hare might hide in another animal's burrow.

Both rabbits and hares are shy, timid creatures. They are the prey of many animals, including human beings. Hares and rabbits are always on watch for their enemies. Their eyes let them see what is going on behind and above them.

Rabbits and hares have sharp front teeth for biting into and gnawing on vegetables. They also have flat, ridged back teeth that grind up tough plant material. The teeth keep growing throughout the animals' lives but are constantly worn down by use.

21. Rabbits and hares are different in that ______.
   A. rabbits have longer back teeth
   B. hares are not mammals while rabbits are
   C. rabbits eat vegetables while hares eat meat
   D. hares have longer hind legs and ears

22. Where do rabbits like to live?
   A. Above the ground.
   B. Underground in large burrows.
   C. Underground without any burrows.
   D. In the bushes.
23. Rabbits and hares are alike in that ____.
   A. both are mammals
   B. both have short ears
   C. both have long tails
   D. both like to live in groups

24. Both rabbits and hares have ____.
   A. sharp back teeth
   B. flat front teeth
   C. sharp front teeth
   D. blunt front teeth

25. Rabbits and hares are ____.
   A. bold prey
   B. timid hunters
   C. shy prey
   D. brave hunters